The Path to a Healthy Life
Week 5: Healing occurs when we bring healthy spiritual grief to our sense of loss
TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITY: Color/Draw... something that represents God to you

Las Vegas
Fires (Napa Valley; Nevada County)
True spiritual life is not an escape from or alternate reality but an absolute
commitment to the reality we experience every day.
The Heartache of Loss
There is potential for us to enlarge our souls through grief and loss.
Loss marks the place where self-knowledge and powerful transformation happen.
Loss = the experience of something being taken from us.
Can be real or perceived.
Loss of a dream.
Loss of something we hope for or expect.
Can be the result of the actions of others or our own limitations.
o Lose our youthfulness
o Lose our dreams
o Lose our routines and stability
o Lose our potential
o Lose our wrong ideas about God and church
o Catastrophic loss
In many cases, these losses are deepened because we have poured so much of
our hearts and souls into them.
Also… loss may be deserved (fired) or undeserved (a friend moves).

Our culture routinely interprets loss as something unknown, alien, unwanted, or
uninvited interrupting our “normal life.”
o Everything was fine until ________ happened.
Always emotional. Always painful.
We numb or mask or try to escape our pain through:
o Denial (it didn’t happen, it’s not big deal, it doesn’t bother me)
o We refuse to acknowledge some painful aspect of our reality
o Minimizing (I’m not an alcoholic, I rarely blow up)
o We admit something is wrong, but in such as way that it appears less
serious than it actually is.
o Blaming (it’s all their fault)
o We deny any responsibility for our behavior and project it all onto
others
o Rationalizations (God must have wanted ____ in heaven)
o We offer excuses, justifications, inaccurate explanations of what is
going on.
o Addictions (this makes me forget it or feel good despite it)
o The worst of coping. Unhealthy and harmful behaviors that have
neurochemically rewired our brain for pleasure.
o Avoidance (escape it, stuff it, forget it, always time to deal late)
o Distracting (“squirrel”, let’s just focus on the positive)
o We change the subject or engage in humor to avoid threatening
subjects.
INSTRUCT: Circle the one(s) that you typically do
The result of these ways of being/doing is that over many years we become less
and less human, empty Christian shells with a smiley face mask.
Even the church can be unhealthy. We are told to pray, read bible, rejoice in the
Lord always, etc. So we carry guilt or shame if we don’t.

We can allow loss, death to either crush us (kill our spirit and life) or open us up to
new possibilities and depths of transformation.
The Hope of Healthy Grief
To move forward…we must attend to healthy, spiritual grief.
Grief = the natural emotional process when we experience loss. The greater the
loss; the greater the grief.
1. Pay Attention
a. “How are you doing?”
You know how you are feeling and can articulate it
b. 2/3 of the psalms are laments, complaints to God (THEOLOGY)
c. Many of the prophets expressed their emotions in loss (Lam.)
d. Even Jesus expressed sorrow and emotion. (INCARNATION)
QUESTIONS about theology here?
QUESTION: What scripts about loss do you tend to run?
When we do not process before God the very feelings that make us
human… we leak. (They come out in unhealthy ways)
o Passive-aggressive behavior (late/leaving)
o Sarcastic remarks
o Critical of others
o Harsh tones
o Ignoring, silent treatment
Even EXPLODING (rarer)!
Grieving is not possible without paying attention to our anger and sadness.
2. Wait in the Confusing In-Between
a. Resists quick solutions
b. Embraces the not-knowing
c. Okay with not understanding

This runs contrary to our Western culture that pervades our spirituality
where we must be in control, we deserve answers, life must make sense.
In the end, it’s likely we will only every find part of the answers we are
looking for.
3. Embrace the Gift of Limits
QUESTION: What are some of the limits we must experience in life?
a. Your physical body (function, abilities, disease, aging)
b. Your family of origin (wiring, opportunity, nurture, genetics, scripts)
c. Family status (marriage, children, pets)
d. Intelligences
e. Talents and giftings
f. Time
g. Energy
h. Experiences
i. Work
j. Relationships
k. Spiritual understanding (humanity)
Let’s just accept it now:
o We can only do what we’re able to do.
o We can only adjust up so much (training, education)
o Eventually, all of these experience loss.
4. Increase in Humility
The grieving process is an incubator for humbling ourselves. Through it we
have an opportunity, but we must choose to embrace it.
Ladder of St. Benedict
5. Let the Old Birth the New
a. In time… we will find newness.
b. Jesus turns losses into wins.
c. He heals the brokenness and restores.

The central message of Christ is that suffering and death bring resurrection
and transformation… even REBIRTH.
Resurrection follows death. We must embrace the one to experience the
other.
LOSS CHART and PRAYER

St. Benedict’s Ladder of Humility

STEP 8

Transformed into the ________ of God

STEP 7

_______________ less

STEP 6

Deeply aware of being “Chief of all _______________”

STEP 5

Radical ____________ to others about our weaknesses/faults

STEP 4

Patient to accept the _____________ of others

STEP 3

Willing to subject ourselves to the _____________ of others

STEP 2

Doing God’s ________

STEP 1

Fear of God and _______________ of him

Grief Chart
Age
(in years)

3-12

13-18

19-25

26-40

41+

Losses/Disappointments
Experienced

Your response at the time

The Path to a Healthy Life
Week 5: Healing occurs when we bring healthy spiritual grief to our sense of loss

True spiritual life is not an escape
from or alternate reality but an
absolute commitment to the reality
we experience every day.

The Heartache of Loss
There is potential for us to enlarge our souls through _________ and ________.
Loss = the experience of something being __________ from us.
Losses are deepened because we have poured so much of our ________ and ______ into them.
Unhealthy ways of dealing with loss:
1. _________________

2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
5. _________________
6. _________________
7. _________________

The Hope of Healthy Grief
To move forward…we must attend to healthy, spiritual ________.

Grief = the natural _____________ process when we experience ________.

1. Pay ________________

2. Wait in the confusing ____________________

3. Embrace the gift of _________________

4. Increase in ________________

5. Let the _______ birth the _______

St. Benedict’s Ladder of Humility

STEP 8

Transformed into the ________ of God

STEP 7

_______________ less

STEP 6

Deeply aware of being “Chief of all _______________”

STEP 5

Radical ____________ to others about our weaknesses/faults

STEP 4

Patient to accept the _____________ of others

STEP 3

Willing to subject ourselves to the _____________ of others

STEP 2

Doing God’s ________

STEP 1

Fear of God and _______________ of him

Grief Chart
Age
(in years)

3-12

13-18

19-25

26-40

41+

Losses/Disappointments
Experienced

Your response at the time

